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 manager ====== prezjordan I'm not a fan of password managers, personally, but I find the whole YC investment thing really
strange. How much does this cost? $10? $20? $50? Does it _ever_ cost anything? I have a company myself that I started several
years ago that does something similar, and I pay about $25 per month to host a MySQL instance. If the company is profitable, it
should be self-sustaining, but I don't find it hard to believe that it isn't profitable. I mean, you're going to need to pay servers and
networking, as well as support staff. I don't understand why YC would start a company that has to be capitalized, or have other
people invest. Why can't it exist in a side-project? ~~~ jmatt > or have other people invest. Why can't it exist in a side-project?
Because "other people" expect more than just "side-project". For those of you with the same "personality" (in a good way) that
YC has, the startup would be the passion project you keep up as a service. The day you begin to think "profit" will come to the
forefront is the day the passion will begin to die and the startup will start to suffer. Once you hit that point the founder will be

confronted with "do I stick with this startup that needs cash, support, servers, bandwidth or do I give it all up and invest the
money I have into a company that has the potential to become profitable? > I don't understand why YC would start a company

that has to be capitalized You won't understand it until it happens, but it's for this reason that YC does it. In theory, one day, you
will be given that decision, to either sell this company for profit, or to help it grow with seed capital. VCs will have lots of

stories of "flipping startups" and need to be persuaded. VCs won't want to touch the passion project. They have enough of that.
YC doesn't have an investors fund that they need to invest into companies. YC's passion lies in helping companies that have the

passion and will to do itself be successful. 82157476af
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